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Abstract

Experimental studies have been and are being carried out in PNC to establish the design and
safety evaluation methods and the design and safety evaluation guide lines for decay heat
removal by natural convection. A strategy of the experimental studies in PNC is described in
this paper. The sphere of studies in PNC is to develop the evaluation methods to be available
to DRACS as well as PRACS and IRACS for the plant where decay heat is removed by

I natural convection in some cases of loss of station service power.
03 Similarity parameters related to natural convection are derived from the governing equations.
"I"1 The roles of both sodium and water experiments are defined in consideration of the
' importance of the similarity parameters and characteristics of scale model experiments.

The experimental studies in PNC are reviewed. On the basis of the experimental results,
recommended evaluation methods are shown for decay heat removal feature by natural
convection. Future experimental works are also proposed.

1. INTRODUCTION

A passive Decay Heat Removal System (DHRS) based solely on natural convection is
presently under development to promote Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) safety
reliability. To establish thermohydraulic analysis methods, with which maximum temperature
in core and thermal boundary conditions of components in primary circuit are estimated, is
essential to design and safety evaluation of DHRS. Flow rate and even local flow direction of
coolant in the plant depend mutually on temperature distributions in coolant under natural
convection condition, while temperature distributions depend on flow rate of coolant under
forced convection condition. It is, therefore, considered that various complex
thermohydraulic phenomena occur in the plant under natural convection condition in
comparison with forced convection condition. Evaluation of DHRS feature under natural
convection condition is markedly more difficult than that under forced convection condition.
Research and development should be systematically conducted, since many experimental and
analytical studies are needed. The strategy of experimental studies in PNC on DHRS by
natural convection is reported in this paper.

2. OBJECTIVES AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

2.1. Objectives of the Experimental Studies
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Various experimental studies on DHRS by natural convection have been and are being
carried out in PNC. The overall objectives of these studies are as follows.

(1) To understand the thermohydraulic phenomena occurred under natural convection
condition.

(2) To establish design and safety evaluation methods for DHRS by natural convection: The
experimental data are used for deriving empirical correlations applied in the design
evaluation and for developing physical models related to the natural convection
phenomena for application in computer codes.

(3) To establish design and safety evaluation guide lines for DHRS by natural convection:
The design guide line should indicate system arrangements to enhance the natural
convection capability, that is, procedures for optimization of the DHRS. The safety
evaluation guide line should indicate how to assure the accuracy of evaluation method.

(4) To provide the data base for computer code validation.

2.2. Problem Definition

Several types of passive DHRS have been proposed, e.g., DRACS (Direct Reactor
Auxiliary Cooling System), PRACS (Primary Reactor Auxiliary Cooling System), IRACS
(Intermediate Reactor Auxiliary Cooling System), RVACS (Reactor Vessel Auxiliary Cooling
System), and so on. Further, each fast reactor has its own design concept related to the role of
passive decay heat removal. We should pay attention to the fact that key thcrmohydraulic
phenomena depend on the type of DHRS and the required accuracy of the evaluation methods
depends on the role of passive decay heat removal. Therefore, the type of target plant in the
studies should be obviously defined.

2.2.1. Type of DHRS

Key thermohydraulic phenomena and required accuracy of the evaluation methods
depend on the type of selected DHRS. If DRACS is adopted as DHRS, cold fluid flow from
dip coolers causes complicated thermohydraulic phenomena in the core and plenum. Further,
flow rate of natural convection in the core is generally lower for DRACS than that for PRACS
or IRACS. More accurate evaluation methods should be developed for DRACS than those for
IRACS or PRACS, while DRACS has an advantage over PRACS or IRACS in the number of
safety grade components being reduced. Our ultimate goal is to prepare the design and safety
evaluation methods to be available to all proposed DHRS for large-size fast reactors.
Therefore, we have to develop the evaluation methods to be available to DRACS as well as
PRACS and IRACS. Problems related to RVACS are not our interesting subjects, since it is
considered that RVACS can not be adopted as a DHRS for the large-size fast reactors.

2.2.2. Role of decay heat removal by natural convection

The required accuracy of the design and safety evaluation methods depends on the role
of passive decay heat removal in the design concept. Key points of the evaluation of DHRS
features are as follows.

(1) Coolability of core: Temperature at the hottest spot in the core should be kept lower than
the temperature criteria for coolant and clad.

(2) Structural integrity of coolant boundary: Thermal stress caused by transient temperature
(cold shock, hot shock) should not exceed the criteria for structural integrity. In the stage
of preliminary design of the plant, the structural integrity is estimated only by means of
the criteria for the maximum temperature of coolant boundary. In the final stage of the
design, however, thermal stress induced in the structure of components should be
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calculated in detail. Therefore, not only peak temperature but also temperature course
should be exactly predicted to evaluate the structural integrity.

We have to take notice that more accurate evaluation methods of plant response is necessary
for the structural integrity than those for the core coolability.

There are the following options concerned with the role of passive decay heat removal
in the design concept.

Case 1: Decay heat is removed entirely by natural convection only in a total black-out event
(e.g., MonjuO).

Case 2: Decay heat is removed by natural convection in some cases of loss of station service
power.

Case 3: Decay heat is removed entirely by natural convection in all cases of loss of station
service power (e.g., EFR<2').

Case 4: Decay heat is removed entirely by natural convection even in the case of ordinary
reactor shutdown, that is, elimination of active DHRS (e.g., Small size fast reactors).

In Case 1, decay heat is removed by forced convection in the Design Basis Events
(DBE). The total black-out event is generally a Beyond Design Basis Event (BDBE). In this
case, decay heat removal by natural convection is no more than back-up for active decay heat
removal system. It is desirable to evaluate the core coolability under the total black-out event.
However, required accuracy of evaluation method is moderate, since failure of a small number
of fuel pins is acceptable. Evaluation of the structural integrity is not important.

In Case 2, decay heat is generally removed by forced convection with power source of
pump pony motor being supplied by emergency diesel generators even in case of loss of
station service power. Since the emergency diesel generators are not enough redundant, decay
heat can not be removed entirely by forced convection in all cases of loss of station service
power. Occurrence number of the events in which decay heat is removed by natural
convection is assumed to be 1-5 during the plant life time. It is important to evaluate the core
coolability in the events. Required accuracy of the evaluation method is higher than that for
Case 1, since the events are DBE. Evaluation of the structural integrity is also necessary.

In Case 3, occurrence number of the events in which decay heat is removed by natural
convection is assumed to be 10-20 during the plant life time. It is important to evaluate the
core coolability in the events. Required accuracy of evaluation method is similar to that for
Case 2. Evaluation of the structural integrity is also necessary. Required accuracy of the
evaluation method is higher than that for Case 2, since the number of events is higher and,
therefore, design margin is smaller than those for Case 2.

In Case 4, occurrence number of the events in which decay heat is removed by natural
convection is assumed to be approximately 10^ during the plant life time. It is important to
evaluate the core coolability in the events. Required accuracy of evaluation method may be
higher than that for Case 2 and 3, since temeprature criteria for normal operation condition are
severer than those for the accident condition. Evaluation of the structural integrity is also very
important. Required accuracy of the evaluation method is higher than that for Case 3, since
the number of events is higher and, therefore, the design margin is smaller than those for Case
3.

The more decay heat removal by natural convection is positively adopted, the more the
achievement of the structural integrity is difficult. It is due to the fact that temperature
courses of coolant in components can not be actively controled under natural convection
conditions Considering the balance between the safety reliability of DHRS and the strucrural
integrity of plant, we set our tentative target at preparing the evaluation methods for Case 2,
that is, for the plant where decay heat is removed by natural convection in some cases of loss

of station service power. Therefore, we have to develop the evaluation methods for the core
coolability and structural integrity.

3. DEFINITION OF ROLES OF BOTH SODIUM AND WATER EXPERIMENTS

Thermohydraulic experiments on DHRS by natural convection for fast reactors habe
been and are being conducted with sodium or water as a working fluid. The geometry and
scale of experimental models should be decided on the basis of the similarity laws. In this
chapter, the procedure is summarized for defining roles of both sodium and water experiments
in PNC (see Fig. 1).

3.1. Derivation of Similarity Parameters

Similarity parameters related to natural convection can be obtained from non-
dimensionalization of governing equations, that is, mass, momentum and energy conservation
equations. Natural convection in the fast reactors is driven by temperature distributions not
only in a component but also in whole plant. The similarity parameters for the natural
circulation system should be derived from the integral effects of the local balance equations
along the entire loop*3'. The system consists of the heat source, heat sink, connecting piping
system, and flow resistance. The similarity parameters derived from 1-D conservation
equations in the system are as follows (see Appendix in detail; this derivation of the
parameters follows the study by Ishii and Kataoka13'):

Ri = 6 g ATo lo/uo2 ; buoyancy / inertia force;
F = (f 1/D) + C,; friction / inertia force;
Pe = p Cp lo/k ; axial convection / axial conduction;
St* = 4 h l()/(p Cp uo D); wall convection / axial convection;
T* = ccs lo/(82 uo); transport time in fluid / conduction time in solid;
Bi = h 5/ks ; wall convection / conduction.

The similarity parameters related to boundary conditions are of no consideration, if heat fluxes
on the surface of structures, e.g., on the surface of fuel pins or heat transfer tubes in heat
exchangers, can be exactly given in the experimental models similar to those in the reactor. In
this case, the similarity parameters derived from 1-D conservation equations in the system arc
as follows:

Ri = B g ATo lo/uo2 ; buoyancy / inertia force;
F = (f 1/D) + £ ; friction / inertia force;

Pe = p Cp lo/k ; axial convection / axial conduction.

Since relatively large coolant temperature distributions exist in the components of the
fast reactors, local buoyancy driven flows can easily occur in the components under the
natural convection conditions. These local thermohydraulic phenomena can influence on the
system response. Therefore, experimental studies on system response as well as on local
thermohydraulic phenomena should be conducted with the experimental model where local
thermohydraulic conditions are similar as those in the reactor. The following similarity
parameters are derived from 3-D conservation equations in the components, that is, core,
plena and heat exchanger (see appendix in detail):

Re = uo lo/v ; inertia force / viscous force;
Ri = 6 g ATo lo/uo2 ; buoyancy / inertia force;
Pe = p Cp lg/k ; convection / conduction.
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Both sets of the similarity parameters derived from 1-D equations and from 3-D equations are
important for experimental studies on DHR by natural convection for the fast reactors.

3.2. Importance of the Similarity Parameters

The requirements for similarity can be perfectly satisfied only in a full-scale sodium
experiment. Some requirements cannot help being neglected in scaled models. It is important
to find out the parameters which can be neglected in each category of experimental studies.
Dominant parameters are identified with substituting the reactor conditions for the
characteristic values in the parameters. Results of the examination are summarized as
follows.

(1) The global natural circulation flow in the system:
Ri; important;
Pe; not important, if Pe is enough large in the model;
F; important, similarity of Ri is automatically satisfied, if similarity of F is satisfied;
St*; important;
T*; similarity of T* in the core is important in the early phase of the scram transient;
Bi; important.

If the transient heat fluxes on the surface of structures can be correctly given in the
experimental models similar to those in reactor, St*, T* and Bi are of no consideration.

(2) The 3-D thermohydraulics in the plena under the natural convection condition:
Ri; important;
Pe; important in the thermal stratification region;
Re; flow should be the same flow regime (laminar, turbulence) as the reactor.

(3) The 3-D thermohydraulics in the core or heat exchangers (regions where heat source or
heat sink exists) under the mixed convection condition:

Ri; important;
Pe; important;
Re; important.

3.3. Characteristics of Scale Model Experiments

Characteristics of each scale model experiment (to what extent similarity is satisfied in
each model) are as follows.

(1) Large scale model in sodium (full scale):
Similarities related to all parameters are satisfied.

(2) Middle scale model in sodium (1/3 - 1/5 scale):
Ri; good;
Pe; one order smaller than the reactor condition (Temperature distribution in the thermal

stratification region is more moderate than the reactor.);
Re; one order smaller than the reactor condition;
St*, T*, Bi; good.

(3) Small scale model in sodium (1/10 - 1/20 scale):
Ri; good;
Pe; two orders smaller than the reactor condition (too small, conduction is dominant in

the model);
Re; two orders smaller than the reactor condition.

(4) Middle scale model in water (1/5 - 1/8 scale):
Ri; good;
Pe; one order larger than the reactor condition;
Re; two orders smaller than the reactor condition;
St*; one order smaller than the reactor condition;
T*; fairly good;
Bi; two orders smaller than the reactor condition.

(5) Small scale model in water (1/10 - 1/20 scale):
Ri; good;
Pe; good;
Re; three orders smaller than the reactor condition (flow regime is different from that of

the reactor);
St*; one order smaller than the reactor condition;
T*; fairly good;
Bi; two orders smaller than the reactor condition.

3.4. Roles of both sodium and water experiments

The role of both sodium and water experiments can be defined in consideration of the
importance of the similarity parameters and the characteristics of scale model experiments.
Thermohydraulic response in the primary system can be investigated even with water
experiments, if the transient heat fluxes on the surface of structures can be correctly given in
the experimental models similar to those in the reactor. However, the plenum
thermohydraulics can influence system response. The discrepancy of Re is a disadvantage of
the small scale water experiments, while Pe is equal to that of the reactor. Re of the middle
scale water experiments is closer to the reactor condition than that of the small scale water
experiments, while Pe of the middle scale water experiments is larger than the rector
condition. On the other hand, Pe of the middle scale sodium experiments is smaller than the
reactor condition. Therefore, investigation should be conducted with comparing the results of
the middle and small scale water experiments, and the middle scale sodium experiments each
other.

System response in whole plant (primary and secondary sodium circuits and draft air)
can be studied only with sodium experiments, because it depends on heat transfer between
coolants via heat exchangers. Since it is generally impossible to conduct a large scale sodium
experiment, the system response in whole plant is studied with middle scale sodium
experiments.

Hydraulics in subassemblies can be studied with water experiments. Local
thermohydraulics in the core and heat exchangers (including core-plenum thermohydraulic
interaction) should be studied with large scale partial model experiments in sodium. Water
experiments are also performed, since measurement is limited to temperature distributions in
the sodium experiments. However, the findings obtained from the water experiments should
be verified with the sodium experiments.

Figure 2 shows an overall process of the studies on DHRS by natural convection in
PNC. First of all, integral experiments in water (model experiment of primary circuit) have
been carried out to understand advantages and disadvantages of various DHRS, to find out
key phenomena under the natural circulation decay heat removal condition, and to point out
problems of the computer codes system. Natural circulation tests have been conducted also
with Japanese experimental reactor, Joyo. Separate effect experiments in water and sodium,
and integral experiments in sodium have been and are being conducted to understand the key
phenomena that were found out with the integral water experiments and the natural circulation
tests in Joyo. The results of these experiments are used for deriving the empirical correlations
applied in the design evaluation, and for developing the physical models for application in
computer codes. The computer code system is refined, and is validated with the experimental
data. It is desired that the results of reactor experiments are used for finally validating the
code system and for estimating the accuracy of the code system.

4. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Table 1 and Figure 3 show roles of each experiment on DHRS by natural convection
with roles of computer codes. In the first phase of the studies, integral experiments in water
have been carried out to understand overall characteristics of DHRS by natural convection.
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Natural circulation tests have been also performed with Joyo. Separate effect experiments in
water and sodium have been carried out to derive the empirical correlations related to mixed
convection flow resistance and heat transfer, respectively. Plenum thermohydraulics has been
studied with a separate effect experiment in water. It has been and is being studied also with
integral experiments in water and sodium, because it influences the system response. Separate
effect experiments in water have been conducted to understand thermohydraulic phenomena
in subassemblies. As far as core thermohydraulics is concerned, the understanding obtained
from the water experiments should be verified with sodium experiments. Therefore, separate
effect and integral experiments have been and are being conducted with sodium as a working
fluid. Core-plenum thermohydraulic interaction has been basically studied with separate
effect experiments in water. Derived empirical correlations and developed physical models
with the water experiments are being verified with sodium experiments.

The experimental studies in PNC are reviewed, and important results obtained from the
studies are described as follows.

(1) Natural circulation tests in Joyo
- Natural circulation tests were conducted under the scram transient from the rated

condition.
- Decay heat was removed by natural convection without significant temperature rise in the

core.
- It was obviously indicated from comparison of calculated result with experimental one

that the inter-subassembly heat transfer markedly reduced the peak temperature in the
core'4'.

(2) Integral experiments in water (thermohydraulics in primary circuit)
- Integral experiments in water have been and are being conducted with scaled models of

reactor vessel. These are as follows:
a) A loop-type FBR reactor vessel model with immersion and penetration type

DRACSs (1/6 scale)<5> (see Fig.4);
b) DELTA experiment'6'; a pool-type FBR reactor vessel model with DRACS and

PRACS (1/8 scale); This experiment was conducted by PNC and JAPC (sec Fig.5);
c) RAMONA experiment'7); a pool-type FBR reactor vessel model with DRACS (1/20

scale); the experiment is being conducted by KfK in cooperation with PNC;
d) NEPTUN experiment'7); a pool-type FBR reactor vessel model with DRACS (1/5

scale); the experiment is being conducted by KfK in cooperation with PNC.
- Experimental results are as follows.

a) The advantages and disadvantages of various DHRS were clarified.
b) Axial temperature distribution in plena, which was caused by thermal stratification

phenomena, influenced the course of core flow rate.
c) Reversed flow occurred in low power channels in the core (Core-plenum

thermohydraulic interaction). This reversed flow influenced the peak temperature in
the core.

d) Cooling by secondary circuits of main heat transport system could remarkably reduce
the core temperature at the first phase of the scrain transient. However, transitory
excessive cooling of the core resulted in a rapid temperature rise in the core at the
termination of the cooling by the secondary circuits.

e) Time constant of pump flow coast down influenced the core temperature at the first
phase of the scram transient. In the case that the time constant was relatively large,
transitory excessive cooling of the core resulted in a rapid temperature rise in the
core at the termination of the forced convection.

- The following problems of computer code system were pointed out from the analyses;
a) The present code system could simulate both the onset of flow reversal and normal

flow recovery, however it could not exactly predicted the flow reversal's duration.
b) Accuracy of evaluation method for system response was remarkably affected by

accuracy of pressure loss and heat transfer correlations of components.
- Future works;

a) Scale effect of plenum thermohydraulics on system response in primary system has
not been sufficiently studied yet. It will be studied with RAMONA and NEPTUN
experiments.

(3) Separate effect experiments in water (Mixed convection pressure loss)
- Fundamental mixed convection experiments in water were conducted with bundle

geometry model. The experiments were conducted by MIT'81 with being financially
supported by PNC.

- Mixed convection pressure loss characteristics in bundle and in subchannel were
identified.

(4) Separate effect experiments in sodium (Mixed convection heat transfer)
- Fundamental mixed convection experiments in sodium were conducted with annular

geometry model and in-line rod array model in cross flow.
- Mixed convection heat transfer characteristics were identified.

(5) Separate effect experiments in water (Core-plenum thermohydraulic interaction
experiments)
- The following fundamental experiments in water were conducted to investigate the core-

plenum thermohydraulic interaction.
a) A vertical single-rod channel model connected to cooled upper plenum'"": The

experiment was conducted by MIT with being financially supported by PNC.
b) A vertical rod bundle channel model connected to cooled upper plenum""1: The

experiment was conducted by MIT with being financially supported by PNC.
c) COPIES1 experiment (Core-glenum interaction experiments-phase 1 )"" : a vertical

square channel model connected to cooled upper plenum (sec Fig.6).
- A buoyancy parameter, Gr-r/Rc2, was derived as a relevant parameter for both onset and

depth of cold penetration flow.
- The mechanism of energy exchange between the penetrating and forced flow was

identified.
- It was clearly shown from experimental results that the thermal stratification in upper

plenum influenced the cold penetration flow.
- Validation of multi-dimensional codes was conducted with the experimental data. The

thermal stratification in plenum could be predicted with multi-dimensional codes.
However, the onset and depth of penetration flow could not be exactly predicted with the
present code system.

(6) Integral experiments in sodium (thermohydraulics in core and plenum)
- The following integral experiments in sodium are being conducted with full-scale partial

models of the core and hot plenum to investigate inter-subassembly heat transfer, intra-
subassembly flow redistribution, inter-wrapper natural convection, cold penetration flow
at outlet of the subassembly, reversed flow in the subassembly, and thermal stratification
in the plenum.

a) CCTL-CFR experiment"2): Test section is a multi-subassembly test model
comprised of three adjacent subassemblies connected to a coolable upper plenum
(see Fig.7).

b) PLANDTL-DHX experiment"31: Test section is a reactor vessel model comprised of
seven adjacent subassemblies in core barrel connected to an upper plenum with a dip
cooler (see Fig.8).

- Preliminary experiments with the above-mentioned models were carried out up to now.
Experimental results are as follows:

a) Although the cooling provided by the adjacent subassemblies lowered the
subassembly average temperature, the subassembly peak temperature was not
substantially reduced under certain conditions;

b) A large difference between the peripheral subchannel and subassembly average
temperatures occurred in a subassembly that was simultaneously being heated and
cooled by the adjacent subassemblies;



c) Cold penetration flow into inter-wrapper gap from upper plenum was effective for
reducing the temperature of subassemblies.

The results obtained from these experiments can be compiled into overall knowledge of
decay heat removal by natural convection. Characteristics of decay heat removal by natural
convection are summarized in comparison with those by forced convection as follows.

- Hot spot factor is not equal to that for forced convection. The position of the hottest
spot shifts and the hot spot factor varies during the transition from forced to natural
convection.

- Complex thermohydraulic phenomena occur in the core under the natural convection
condition, e.g., intra-subassembly flow redistribution, core-plenum interaction, inter-
wrapper natural convection. These phenomena have a great influence on the core
temperature. However, these phenomena can not be exactly predicted with the present
code system.

- It is possible that transitory excessive cooling of the core at the first phase of the scram
transient, e.g., forced convection by inertia of pump, cooling by secondary circuits of
main heat transport system, results in a rapid temperature rise in the core after the
termination of the additional cooling effects. Therefore, time constant of pump flow
coast down should be optimized. The cooling effect of the main heat transport system at
the first phase of the transient should be exactly estimated for the evaluation of DHRS
features by natural convection.

- Coolant temperature decrease in hot plenum caused by start-up of immersed coolers
results in reduction of natural circulation head. Therefore, the capacity of DHRS should
be optimized with considering core coolability and structural integrity. The start-up
characteristics of DHRS should be exactly estimated for the evaluation of DHRS
features by natural convection.

- Local phenomena, e.g., thermal stratification in plena, flow reversal in low power
channels of the core, influence the overall system response.

- It is difficult to guarantee the conservativeness of the evaluation method, because it can
not be defined whether the magnitude of design parameters, e.g., time constant of pump
flow coast down, results in increase of core temperature.

5. FUTURE WORKS

Figure 9 shows the recommended evaluation method for DHRS feature by natural
convection and related future experimental works on the basis of above-mentioned overall
knowledge. The evaluation of DHRS features by natural convection should be fundamentally
performed using the plant dynamics code for whole plant, e.g., SSC-L"4), with coupling the
system response with local thermohydraulic phenomena in components. It was clearly shown
from experimental results that the thermal stratification phenomena in plena influences core
flow rate. Although the plant dynamics code generally consists of one-dimensional flow
network models, a multi-dimensional model for the plena should be installed in the code to
estimate the effect of temperature distribution in the plena on system response. Two-
dimensional model for the inter-wrapper gaps should be installed in the code for estimating
the effect of natural convection in core barrel on the sodium temperature distribution inside
subassemblies. Empirical correlations should be developed for estimating the hot spot
temperature in subassemblies and heat transfers between subassemblies and inter-wrapper
coolant. These empirical correlations are given as a function of buoyancy parameter in
subassembly, e.g., Gr/Re, overall radial temperature distribution in the core, etc. It should be
judged with a help of an empirical correlation whether cold penetration flows occur or not.
This correlation is given as a function of the outlet velocity of the subassembly and the
temperature difference between subassembly's outlet and plenum. Detailed calculations
should be performed with a multi-dimensional code, e.g., AQUA<15), or subchannel analysis
code, e.g., ASFRE-III"6 ' , to estimate the hot spot temperature, if necessary, in the
subassembly where cold penetration flow occurs. Thermal stratification in plena should be

predicted in detail with the multi-dimensional code for evaluating the structural integrity of
reactor vessel, if necessary.

The following experiments are necessary to complete the development of evaluation
methods for DHRS features by natural convection as future works (see Fig.9):

(1) Empirical correlation for predicting the onset of cold penetration flow should be derived
with sodium experiments on the basis of knowledge obtained from water experiments.

(2) Hot spot factor in subassembly and overall heat transfer coefficient between subassembly
and inter-wrapper coolant should be derived with sodium experiments.

(3) Code validation data related to inter-wrapper natural convection and core-plenum
thermohydraulic interaction should be collected with sodium experiments.

(4) Integral sodium experiments related to an overall system response should be performed to
validate the code and to define the accuracy of the code.

(5) In the final phase of reactor design, pressure loss and heat transfer characteristics of
components should be determined with mock-up experiments.

As shown in Table 1, experimental data related to (1), (2) and (3) will be obtained from
CCTL-CFR and PLANDTL-DHX experiments. If the PLANDTL-DHX test facility would be
used for the future experiment of the item (4), it should be reconstructed, that is, PLANDTL-
DHX (II). Natural circulation tests are desired to be carried out with Monju in order to
validate the codes and to define the accuracy of the codes for large-size fast reactors.
Although the present computer code system is useful in evaluating the overall
thermohydraulic behaviors of the DHRS, our recognition is that further efforts should be made
to improve the code system, e.g., improvement for more accurate prediction of the flow
reversal in the subassemblies. The improvement of the code system is also a future work.

7. SUMMARY

Experimental studies have been and are being carried out in PNC to establish the design
and safety evaluation methods and the design and safety evaluation guide lines for DHRS by
natural convection.

First of all, the area of studies was obviously defined, since key thermohydraulic
phenomena depend on the type of DHRS, and the required accuracy of evaluation methods
depends on the role of passive decay heat removal in the design concept. Our tentative target
is to develop the evaluation methods to be available to DRACS as well as PRACS and IRACS
for the plant where decay heat is removed by natural convection in some cases of loss of
station service power.

Similarity parameters related to natural convection were derived from the governing
equations. The roles of both sodium and water experiments were defined in consideration of
the importance of the similarity parameters and characteristics of scale model experiments.
An overall process of the studies on DHRS by natural convection in PNC were shown.

The experimental studies in PNC were reviewed. The results obtained from these
experiments were compiled into an overall knowledge. On the basis of this knowledge,
recommended evaluation methods were shown for DHRS features by natural convection.
Namely,

- The evaluation should be fundamentally performed using the plant dynamics code for
whole plant with coupling the system response with local thermohydraulic phenomena
in components.

- Multi-dimensional model for plena should be provided in the plant system code.
- Two-dimensional model for the inter-wrapper gap should be provided in the plant

system code.
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- Empirical correlation should be prepared for estimating the hot spot temperature in
subassemblies, heat transfers between subassemblies and inter-wrapper coolant, and
onset of cold penetration flow.

- Detailed calculations using multi-dimensional code or subchannel analysis code are
necessary to estimate the hot spot temperature in the subassembly where the cold
penetration flow occurs.

- Thermal stratification in plena should be predicted in detail with multi-dimensional
code for evaluating the structural integrity of reactor vessel.

Future experimental works were proposed. Most of the required experimental data will
be obtained from CCTL-CFR and PLANDTL-DHX experiments, which are sodium
experiments being performed in PNC.

Nomenclature

Bi Biot number
Cp Fluid heat capacity
D Hydraulic diameter
f Friction factor
F Friction number
g Gravity
h Heat transfer coefficient
k Conductivity of liquid
ks Conductivity of solid
1 Axial length
lo Characteristic length
Pe Peclet number
Re Reynolds number
Ri Richardson number
St* Stanton number
T* Characteristic time ratio
uo Characteristic velocity
a s Solid thermal diffusion
B Thermal expansion coefficient
6 Conduction thickness
ATo Characteristic temperature rise
v Kinematic viscosity of liquid
p Density of liquid
^ Form loss coefficient
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Table 1 Roles of each experiment

Fundamental empirical correlation
(core, heat exchangers)
- Mixed convection heat transfer
- Mixed convection flow resistance

Plenum thermal hydraulics
- Thermal stratification

Core thermal hydraulics
- Inter-S/A heat transfer
- Intra-S/A flow redistribution
- Recirculation flow in S/A
- Inter-wrapper natural convection

Core-plenum thermal hydraulic
interaction
- Cold penetration flow at outlet of S/A
- Reversed flow in S/A

Plant dynamics
- Primary heat transport system
- Whole plant
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Integral Experiment (Water)
To understand the advantages and disadvantages of several DHR systems
To find out the key phenomena under natural circulation DHR condition
To point out the problems of computer codes system

Separate Effect Experiment (Water. Sodium)
-»- To understand the key phenomena under natural circulation DHR condition
-»- To derive the empirical correlations related to mixed convection

To validate the fundamental function of computer codes -^

Integral Experiment (Sodium)
-•- To understand the complex phenomena under natural circulation DHR condition
••• To develop the physical model to predict the complex phenomena

To validate the computer code system -*

Reactor Experiment
To finally validate the computer code system
To estimate the accuracy of codes -^

[Refinement of computer code system^-

I
Evaluation of DHR capability of commercial fast reactor by natural circulation^

Fig. 2 Overall process of the studies on decay heat removal by natural convection in PNC

Plenum thermohvdraulics
- Thermal stratification in plena

Fund., water; COPIES1
S-scale, water; RAMONA (KfK+PNC)
M-scale, water; Loop-type R/V model

DELTA (PNC+JAPC)
NEPTUN (KfK+PNC)

M-scale, sodium; PLANDTL-DHX(I)

Core-plenum thermohvdraulic interaction
- Cold penetration flow at outlet of SI A

Fund., water;
COPIES1
Single pin+plenum (MIT+PNC)
Pin bundle+plenum (MIT+PNC)

L-scale, partial, sodium;
CCTL-CFR, PLANDTL-DHX(I)

- Reversed flow in SIA
Water; Loop-type R/V, DELTA,

RAMONA, NEPTUN

Core thermohvdraulics
- Inter-S/A heat transfer

L-scale, partial, sodium; 19-pins bundle model,
CCTL-CFR, PLANDTL-DHX

- Intra-SIAfiow redistribution
Fund., water; Pin bundle model (MIT+PNC)
L-scale, partial, sodium; 19-pins bundle model,

CCTL-CFR, PLANDTL-DHX
- Recirculation flow in SI A

Fund., water; Pin bundle model (MIT+PNC)
L-scale, partial, sodium; 19-pins bundle model,

- Inter-wrapper natural convection
M-scale, water; NEPTUN
L-scale, partial, sodium; PLANDTL-DHX(I)

Fundamental empirical correlations
- Mixed convection heat transfer

Fund., sodium; Annulus, Rod-array
- Mixed convection flow resistance

Fund., water; Pin bundle (MIT+PNC)

plenum

Plant dynamics
- Primary heat transport system

S-scale, water; RAMONA (KfK+PNC)
M-scale, water; Loop-type R/V model

DELTA (PNC+JAPC)
NEPTUN (KfK+PNC)

- Whole plant
M-scale, sodium; PLANDTL-I)HX(iij

Fig. 3 Experimental studies on decay heat removal system by natural convection
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A p p e n d i x D e r i v a t i o n of s i m i l a r i t y
p a r a m e t e r s

1-D Governing Eq. in the circulation floar path of the system

(Modified the equations in refCl])

(Continuity eq.)

u, = (a r/ai)u r

(Integral momentum eq.)

p (du r/dt)£ f(a r/ a i)l,} = ~ P 0 li (T,-T r. f)dz

Natural circulation head

(1)

, (a r/a,)
2] + A p p (2)

Pressure loss by flow resistance Pump head

(Fluid energy eq. for i th section)

p C , | ( 3 T , / 3 l ) + u, (3 T./3 z)} + k ( i 2 T , / 3 z 2)

Convection Conduction

" (1h|/di)(T B,-Ti)

Heat transher from solid

(Solid energy eq. for i th section)

f , i t , . 1 ( J I , i / a i ) + k.,V 'T.i - q.i1 ' ' = 0

Conduction Heat generation

(Boundary condition between the i th section fluid and structure)

- k.! ( 3 T.,/3 y) <= hi (T o l - T[)

• subscript i : variable of i th component

• subscript r : representabie variable of a system

(3)

(<!)

(5)

Non-dimensiona1ized eq.

Uj_ - U^/A, (6)

(dU^/dT ) 2 {l,/Ai} = - Ri i _e_j_dZ - (Ui
2/2) £ (Fi /A i 2) + A Pr (7)

3 _9_j_/ 3 r + Ui_( 3 _£_!_/3 Z) + (1/Pe)( 3 2_0_i_/ 3 z 2' = S t' ( ° •' ~ ° '> ( 8 )

3 9 ,,/3 r + T i*V*2e ., - 4 ^ = 0 (8)

Boundary condition

- a s . i / a v = B i t e , , - a , ) d o

Similarity parameters

Ri = P gA T ol o/u 0
2 : buoyancy / inertia force (11)

F, = {(£

APP = A

Pe ^ p Cp

St. = (4

T i* s {a , l o /

Bi s h i S / k , i

)[ : friction / inertia force (12)

Q 2) : pump head / inertia force (13)

• axial convection / axial convection (M)

Cpu0D))i : (15)

wall convection / axial conduction

07)

transport time / conduction time

. C p o u 0 A To)}, :

heat source / axial energy change

: wall convection / conduction (18)

meaning of underlines in eq. ( 6 ) — (18)

: unknown values

: source term

: constants which are depend on fluid velocity

Requirement for similarity

© S i m i l a r i t y of geometry

© S i m i l a r i t y of disributions of U,, U r, 0 ,, 0 „,

on the initial condition

© A g r e e m e n t of similarity parameters Ri, Fi, Pe, St,,

(Remarks : Fi, St l t Bi are depend on velocity)

© S i m i l a r i t y of time change of A P P , (!„,

Bi

Dimensionless parameters

U = u / u 0 , L = l / l 0 , Z = z / l 0 , fl s ( T - T r o f ) / A T o

A = a / a , , T = t u o / l o , V * 2 = 5 2 V 2 , Y = y / S
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1-D Governing Eg, in the circulation flow path of the system

in the case that the wall heat flux is treated as the boundary condition

u, = (ar/3i)ur (1)

p (dur/dt)2 ((a./a,)!,} = - p 0 g $ (AT,)dz

- ( p u r
2 / 2 ) Z [ { ( f l / D ) + C } , ( a r / a , ) 2 ] + 4 p , ( 2 )

p C , ( ( S I , / 3 t ) t i i l J I i / S : ) ! » k ( 3 2 ! , / 9 ! 2 ) = q , ' " ( 3 b )

q i ' ' ' : fluid received heat per unit volume from solid

Non-dimensional eq.

U , = U r / A , ( 6 )

( d U r / d r ) Z { 1 , , / A i } = - R i } ( A 6 i ) d Z " ( U r
2 / 2 ) £ ( F i / A j 2 ) + A P , ( 7 )

d 6 J d x H i l S S i / S Z ) + ( 1 / P e ) ( 3 ! 0 , / « ! ) =• Q i " ' ( 8 b )

similarity parameters are Ri, Fi, i P p , Pe and

Qi" " = <!i" ' lo/(P C,u0 A T o ) .

St t, T !*, Q o l, Bi are not derived as similarity parameters.

(19)

3-D Governing Eq. in the components (plenum, core etc.)

(Continuity eq.)

3 u / 3 x + J v / 3 y t J > / J 2 = 0

( M o m e n t u r n e q . )

S u / S t + u ( 3 u / 3 x ) + v ( 3 u / 3 y ) + w ( d u / 3 z )

= v ( a 2 u / a x 2 + a 2 u / a y 2 + a 2 u / a z 2 ) - d / P ) ( a p / a x

3 v / J t + u ( 3 v / 3 x ) + v ( 3 v / 3 y )

= v (a 2 v / a x2 + a 2 v / a y2 + a 2 v / a

j n / j t + u ( a « / a x) + v ( a » / a y)

= v ( J 2 « / J i ! t 3 2 w / a y 2 + 3 2 w / 3

( E n e r g y e q . )

6 T / 3 t + u ( 3 T / 3 x ) + v ( J T / j , )

= { k / ( p c P ) } ( 3 2 T / a x 2 + a n / j j 2 +

) ( B P/ a y)

w/ 3

) ( a P/ a

(20)

( 2 1 )

( 2 2 )

g ( T - i r c f )

(23)

( 2 4 )

CO

I

Dimensionless parameters

U s u/u+, V = v/u+, W = w / u
+ ,

X s x/l
 + , Y = y/l + , Z = z/r,

T = tu + /l + , 0 = (T-T r e,)/ A T
+, P = p / p u "

Mon-dimensionalized eq.

a u / a x + a v / a y + a w / a z = 0 ( 2 5 )

a u / a r + u ( a u / a x j + v ( a u / a Y ) + w ( a u / a z )

( a 2 u / a x 2 + 3 2 u / a Y 2 + a 2 u / a z 2 ) - a p / a x ( 26 )

a » / a t + u ( 3 v / a x ) + v ( a v / 3 Y ) + w( 3 v / a 7.)

( l / R e ) ( 3 2 V / 3 X 2 + 3 2 V / 3 Y 2 (• 3 2 V / 3 Z 2 ) - 3 F / J 1 ( 2 7 )

a i / j i + u ( a w / a x ) + v ( a w / a v ) + w ( a w / a z )

= ( l / R e ) ( 3 2 W / 3 X 2 + 3 2 W / 3 Y 2 + 3 2 t f / 3 Z 2 ) - 3 P / 3 Z - Ri 0 ( 2 8 )

a o / a t + u ( 3 e / a x ) t v ( 3 o / 3 Y ) + w o e / a 7.)

d / P e ) ( a 2 e / a x 2 + a 2 e / 3 Y 2 + a 2 e / a z 2 ) ( 2 9 )
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Similarity parameters

Re = u*l*/v : inertia force / viscous force (30)

Ri s J gAT'l*/"* 2 : buoyancy / inertia force (31)

Pe £ p Cpl^uVk : axial convection / axial conduction (32)

[1] Ishii, M. and Kataoka, I., "Scaling laws for thermal-hydraulic

system under single phase and two-phase natural circulation,'' Nuclear

Engineering and Design 81 (1984) 411-425
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